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Introduction



What we are doing?

We are mapping the 
requirements for 
establishing the ecosystem 
services of Natural 
Capital—and in detail Urban 
Forests and Peatland—as 
REGENERATIVE mature 
tradable assets on the 
market. 

Natural Assets being valued 
for their co-benefits and 
established as a 
foundational Civic Asset 
class, generating returns 
that benefit our societies at 
large, and building our 
future commons and 
Community Wealth.  

A beta list of requirements 
is established, and we are 
planning to build an 
action-oriented ecosystem 
of the organisations and 
individuals who can work 
together to build the full 
stack foundational elements 
for a Natural Capital market 
in Scotland.

Introduction



Why?
Introduction

There is no pathway to net zero that does not involve a massive scale up 
of Nature-based Solutions (NbS). They could provide ⅓ of the 
cost-effective climate change mitigation worldwide, while helping 
communities adapt, reverse biodiversity loss, tackling climate vulnerability 
around the world. Despite all this just 3% of global climate fundings is 
invested in nature1.

By working with all of the relevant stakeholders in Scotland we plan to 
establish the full stack of capabilities needed for mature Natural Asset 
Markets to function at Scale, that drive the regeneration of these assets 
and society, to remedy ecological degradation and climate change.

1 Zac Goldsmith, UK Minister for the International Environment and Climate.



Dark Matter Labs have been pioneering work around future markets for 
Natural Assets for several years. 

In Scotland this work is building on significant pieces of work that were 
initiated by DG Exchequer and carried out in partnership with the Scottish 
National Investment Bank, NatureScot and a broad range of organisations 
and government departments. 

A comprehensive understanding was built of the barriers and solution 
pathways for establishing Urban Forests and Peatland as potential 
markets. This first report can be found here. 

How?
Introduction

https://darkmatterlabs.org/Urban-Nature-based-Solutions-in-Scotland-at-Scale-Toward-a-regenerativ


Now?
Introduction
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Now working directly with the New Green Deal team, the EELG group and 
NatureScot the task is to forensically map the full stack requirements 
needed to establish a Natural Capital Market, and to assemble the 
action-oriented ecosystem of partners to deliver the market.

DMLs key roles in this work will be:

1. To build the 1st generation of institutional requirements and refine 
it with partners. This will be an evolving iterative process, as the 
market evolves.

2. To initiate and construct the ecosystems that will deliver the 
market requirements.

3. To host an open graph of institutional challenges and opportunities.
4. To provide a backbone of knowledge and learning infrastructure to 

the members of each ecosystem and serve each group so they can 
self-organise to deliver these markets to maturity. 

 



Throughout the process of developing Scotland’s 
Natural Capital, we need to be thinking how to 
intentionally design the market with the right 
mechanisms and principles in order to address the  
over-financialization of Nature, or potential market 
consequences such as climate gentrification. 

This should be a strategic question throughout the 
market development. Amongst others, 
considerations can include how to capture 
successfully multi-dimensional (financial and 
non-financial) as well as longitudinal forms of value; 
or how to embed signals about the state of 
ecosystems in the market. 

In other words, we need to be thinking how to 
understand and organize value.

 

Intentional market 
design
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Society in the loop

Commons in the loop



We believe that Natural Assets are a foundational 
Civic Asset Class (the resources from which our 
communities stand to derive many benefits 
regardless of ‘ownership’). 

A civic asset-based approach involves a new 
generation of civic financial models and instruments 
(across regulation, investment, accounting, taxation, 
insurance and procurement) that account for 
multi-dimensional and longitudinal forms of value 
and leverage institutional and private capital.

Investment strategies need to involve multiple 
stakeholders (not just the owners or developers), 
both at the national and local levels. Strategies need 
to be diversified to accommodate the heterogeneity 
of natural asset types.

 

A foundational 
Civic Asset Class
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Production 
pathway

In this work, we are considering two levels of Natural 
Capital market requirements: 

1. Macro level: Encompassing actions that would 
more or less need to be developed across 
Natural Asset types. 

2. Micro level: Developing asset-specific market 
requirements. We start with an Urban Forest 
focussed market development model.

Once completed, we will be building the 
action-oriented ecosystem of partners in Scotland to 
develop elements of both the macro and micro 
levels.

As a next step, we are planning to develop the 
market requirements and ecosystem relevant to 
Peatland, one of Scotland’s most precious natural 
asset.

 

General Market 
Requirements

Urban Forest Market 
Requirements

Action-oriented 
ecosystem

Peatland Market 
Requirements

Action-oriented 
ecosystem
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Seeding 
Natural Capital

Natural Capital Markets are nascent and require 
multiple new components and capabilities. 

We propose initiating the growth of Scotland’s 
Natural Capital Market, by developing specific asset 
types—such as Urban Forests—to test certain 
requirements that will then allow an easier adoption 
of measures for other asset types. 

We have chosen to start with Urban Forest because 
it is a complex natural asset class. Its situational 
conditions produce complex and multiple benefits, 
with direct impacts in environmental, social, 
economic, cultural and health sectors. It allows us to 
resolve multiple externalities. 

 

Crime decrease
Community enhancement
Improved attention & focus
Lower noise levels 
Reduce Inactivity & obesity
Reduced time in hospital 
Improving mental wellbeing
Improve visitor spend
Job creation 
Biodiversity
€40 Land value uplift
€9 Air quality
€18 Energy savings
€3 Reduce medical incidents 
€15 Reduce road repair costs 
€5 Reduce water treatment costs
€1 Carbon sequestration

Urban tree co-benefits
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Macro level:
Natural Capital Market 
General Requirements



Market General Requirements
across multiple fields and sectors

Natural Capital Market General Requirements



Market General Requirements
across 3 phases

Natural Capital Market General Requirements

setting the infrastructures, tools and practices necessary to develop 
natural assets as civic assets

setting the early mechanisms and adopters to propel 
a more mature NbS market

market confidence has grown requiring structured 
finance





● The development of the 
individual components 
and their sequence is an 
iterative process as the 
market evolves. This 
mapping will reflect the 
1st generation of 
institutional requirements 
needed to develop 
Scotland’s Natural Capital 
Market.  





● Coordinate an action-oriented ecosystem of partners focused on building the components of 
Scotland’s Natural Capital market.



● Agile, iterative and collaborative governance mechanisms (e.g. sandbox labs, accelerators, 
soft law) to accelerate market regulatory experimentation.



● For funding success stories that show the potential for further natural capital development 
and build investors’ confidence, to allow the market to scale. 



● Setting Natural Capital Accounting practices and measuring the state of Natural Assets, 
developing strategies for maintenance and development. 





● Mobilising the first group of investments by setting up a Natural Capital Master Financing 
Facility, for banks to provide loans and credit into the sector.





● Setting up a Foundation for policy development and financial innovation for Natural Capital 
structured finance (e.g. certification requirements, risk management frameworks) to govern 
the NbS mature market.



Annex 1: Market General Reqs 
● Each line on the Market 

General Requirements 
Diagram has a dedicated 
box with further detailed 
components.

●
This can be viewed in this 
Miro board.

Natural Capital Market General Requirements

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lRteP5o=/
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lRteP5o=/


Annex 2: Further information
● Further information and 

literature review on the 
market requirements is 
gathered in a 
spreadsheet.

Natural Capital Market General Requirements
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Micro level:
Urban Forest 
Development Model



Urban Forest Development model

Development pathway



Urban Forest Development model

Phase 1



Urban Forest Development model

Phase 2



Urban Forest Development model

Phase 1 - Work example
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An action-oriented 
ecosystem



Action-oriented ecosystem

To develop Scotland’s Natural Capital Market, we 
need to build an ecosystem of partners to achieve 
joint success through collective action. Partners can 
include:

Beneficiaries–the benefits of urban forests accrue to 
diverse beneficiaries.
Implementation partners–ensure proper 
implementation and maintenance of assets.
Investors–funding the development, finance pilots 
and market-rate transactions at scale.
Community groups–provide local knowledge central 
to implementation and development. 
Research partners–responsible for the quantification 
and valuation of urban forests.
Development team–responsible for fostering 
collaboration among stakeholders and advancing 
natural assets to the market.

 

Action-oriented 
ecosystem
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Next Steps



Next Steps

Build Social and 
Political legitimacy.

Form a strategic ask at the 
governmental level. 

We have concluded our desk research and have mapped the 1st generation of institutional requirements for building 
Scotland’s Natural Capital Market. We will be finalising the Urban Forest development model, while we will be scoping 
and initiating the ecosystem of partners that will work towards coordinating the delivery of the requirements. Our next 
steps include validating the market components with the wider community. To do this, we need: 

Next steps

Blueprints for 
foundational elements.

Build the Technical 
legitimacy.

By convening the 
action-oriented ecosystem 
of partners we will build a 
legitimacy of consensus 
around what needs doing. 

A proposal for a Scottish 
Market-Making Fund for 
Sequencing Natural Capital 
Investments; and a proposal for 
a Regulatory Sandbox to enable 
an accelerated Natural Capital 
Market development.

Trees As Infrastructure, 
backed by Google and 
other early stage investors, 
is being developed in 
partnership with the city 
of Glasgow.

This can, for example, be in the 
form of a new horizontal unit 
across government, funded by a 
separate Transition fund, with 
the job of making the market 
requirements a reality.

https://treesasinfrastructure.com/
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Thank you.
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Further reading on our 
work on Natural Capital

Civic Assets

Trees As Infrastructure

Nouveaux Voisins

Urban Nature-based Solutions in Scotland, at scale

#
https://www.civic.capital/en/civic-assets
#
https://provocations.darkmatterlabs.org/trees-as-infrastructure-1dd94e1cfedf
#
https://www.nouveauxvoisins.org/
#
https://darkmatterlabs.org/Urban-Nature-based-Solutions-in-Scotland-at-Scale-Toward-a-regenerativ
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Get in touch:

Konstantina Koulouri  konstantilenia@darkmatterlabs.org 

Adam Purvis adam@darkmatterlabs.org 

Raj Kalia raj@darkmatterlabs.org 
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